Customer Success Story

Cable Internet Provider Delivers Secure Email
to Users, Protects from Malicious Threats

“New risks are
emerging all the
time. Guardian
Digital significantly strengthens
our information
security by helping
us stay one step
ahead of new
email threats, and
provides a clear-cut
competitive
advantage.”
John Massanova

CEO & Founder,
Community Home Entertainment

https://GuardianDigital.com

When catering to thousands of cable service and broadband Internet subscribers, keeping
connections secure and operational is the number one priority. For Community Home
Entertainment (CHE), an Internet and cable service provider in New York, this is not
simply a priority but imperative to their success. Guardian Digital provided the services
and support to give them a competitive edge over their rivals.
“We are continually competing with larger cable and ISP companies, and in order to
effectively do that, we need to ensure are customers are getting optimum services,” says
John Massanova, CEO & Founder.
Community Home Entertainment began providing analog cable services to New York in
1983. Since then they have grown rapidly extending their offerings to broadband Internet
and digital cable services. With only 16 employees dynamically servicing thousands of
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high-speed Internet customers and no IT administrators on staff, CHE needed an Internet
and network solution that would provide the perfect blend of security, functionality, and
ease of management for their organization and their customers. “We needed a solution
that was powerful and would essentially run on its own,” says the representative. “It is
crucial that we dedicate as much of our resources as possible to our customers and not
have to worry about how our network is running.”

Internet Security, Email Reliability and
End-User Satisfaction
Searching for a cost-effective solution, CHE opted to look into Guardian Digital. Without
any prior knowledge of Linux, CHE entrusted Guardian Digital to provide a secure Internet
platform for their corporate network. The embedded security provided by Guardian
Digital products, along with the simplified management capabilities and extensive
support options resulted in a decision to purchase two Guardian Digital EnGarde Email
Security Gateway cloud systems and corresponding enterprise support services. “We
very much wanted an affordable system that would meet all our criteria and would offer
us a seamless integration,” the corporate liaison affirmed. “Guardian Digital was perfect
because it provides us with the security we demand, functionality we need, and provided
a flawless transition by still allowing employees to operate Windows at the desktop level.

Emerging Risks, Email Security,
Evolving Protection
On top of basic network security functions, Guardian Digital and the EnGarde Email
Security Gateway also provides CHE with secure emailing and quota applications,
customer database functions, webmail, and an end user interface utilized by the thousands
of CHE subscribers. “Guardian Digital has not only provided us with the security we need
to protect our internal network but have also given us valuable productivity tools. The
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“After receiving
dozens of emails
that appeared to
come from banks,
written in the same
style as legitimate
email, we knew we
needed a better
solution. We needed
to be sure our users
were protected
from phishing
attacks and other
malicious emails,
and Guardian Digital
outperformed.”

user interface Guardian Digital created for CHE subscribers allow our customers to check

CEO & Founder,
Community Home Entertainment

in any way. With Guardian Digital’s engineered security, we are more confident than

John Massanova

their email from anywhere. Plus, many of our typical customer service inquiries including
password and account management can now be handled online, allowing our customer
service representatives to concentrate on more critical subscriber issues,” said Massanova.

Securing Network Confidence

Protecting CHE’s network from viruses and other potentially debilitating attacks is the
utmost priority and was of constant concern. After the implementation of EnGarde Email
Security Gateway, however, security is still a priority but they are certain their network is
fully secure. “Guardian Digital EnGarde Email Security Gateway provides us with the basis
to create corporate security policies so that we may fully ensure the safety of our network
and that of our customers’ connection. We would suffer a great loss of revenue and
subscriber dissatisfaction if email and web access was unavailable or was compromised

ever in our ability to consistently furnish our customers with the Internet protection they
require and the premier services they have come to expect from us, giving CHE a distinct
competitive edge over many of the larger providers. Furthermore, with Guardian Digital
quietly protecting our network, we have more time to devote to customer service and the
development of new offerings which is priceless to the development our company and
the steadfast loyalty of our users,” Massanova said.

Support: Above and Beyond
Combining rock-solid security with the numerous support options provided by Guardian
Digital, CHE is satisfied with the results. “Guardian Digital Master Support Services have
been invaluable to us. No one here has experience with Linux and the Guardian Digital
technical support team has gone above and beyond to make sure we understand the
functionalities of our network and most importantly how to keep it running smoothly. Every
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time we send an email to technical support our inquiry is

Challenges

»» Protection from Phishing and Whaling Attacks
»» Strict Timeline
»» Inexperienced Users
»» Thousands of Users

answered quickly and professionally” the representative
stated.

Continued Security
Already developing a strong partnership, CHE anticipates

Requirements

»» Simplified Management
»» Powerful Functionality
»» Extensive Support Services
»» Cost Effective Solutions
»» Scalability
»» USer and Network Controls

Solutions

continually looking to Guardian Digital for upgrades and
additional secure solutions as they become necessary.
“Our customers are always looking for better protection
from their ISP connection. It is our duty to make sure our
system is as secure as possible and Guardian Digital offers
us the best way to do that,” Massanova concluded.

»» EnGarde Email Security Gateway: Control Email
Usage and Eliminate Spam
»» Managed Services: Monitor Email and Network
Activities, Troubleshoot and Resolve Technical
Incidents
»» Premium Support Services: Automatic
Updates, Built-in Alerts, Customized Security
Improvements

Results
»» Enhanced Network Security
»» Reduce Spam by >99%
»» Instantly Effective
»» Increased User Productivity
»» Ability to Access Internal Network From Any
Location
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